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Sanlam Umbrella
Fund app
empowers members
In May, Sanlam became the first
major commercial umbrella
fund provider to launch its own
member app. The group hopes
the ‘My Retirement Member
App’ will go a long way towards
helping its members be more
hands-on with their retirement
savings.
Irlon Terblanche, CEO of
the Sanlam Umbrella Fund,
says: “Year after year, we see
shocking statistics in the Sanlam
BENCHMARK Survey. Retirees
can’t make ends meet, and the
current workforce doesn’t reinvest
retirement monies when changing
jobs. And year after year, the
same complaint comes up: ‘The
communication from our fund is
poor. We don’t really know where
our savings stand’.” This app is all
about empowering members – of
all ages, but mostly the highly
tech-savvy millennial – to have a
strong handle on their retirement
savings. There will no longer be
the need to wait for an annual
benefit statement or make contact
with the fund for information. It
will be at the member’s fingertips
at all times.

The functionality includes:
• A view of current retirement
savings and benefits (including
risk and insured benefits)
• A view of where the money
is being invested monthly and
how much
• Easy access to the fund
performance fact sheets
• Easy access to important
contacts and links
• Easy access to educational
content that will help ensure a
good retirement outcome
• A retirement calculator giving
insights into how well the member
is doing in saving towards
retirement.
Members can also:
• Email their HR rep should any of
their personal info need updating
• Request an additional voluntary
contribution to boost savings
– (as of 1 March 2015, you are
able to contribute up to 27.5% of
your monthly pensionable salary,
regardless of your employer’s
fund rules). The app forms part of
a larger digital project underway
from the Sanlam Umbrella Fund
which is aimed at improving

“This app makes managing my retirement so simple and easy. The user
interface is very well designed and is quite pleasing to the eye. Very
chuffed with Sanlam for implementing this.”
– Sanlam Umbrella Fund member, 24, Gauteng.

Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Service Provider.

retirement outcomes. Other
elements include ‘Retire-mate’, a
ground-breaking new online and
telephonic retirement planning
service for fund members which
features an online self-help
capability packed with information
for every step of the retirement
savings journey, backed by
telephonic support from a financial
counsellor.
The app is available for download
by searching “Sanlam my
retirement” on:
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FIRST WORD
Zuma’s
Rubicon
Memories of P W Botha’s failure loom large.

F

unny, in a manner of speaking, how little
is learnt from history. Paradoxically, given
their long struggle of one against the other,
the present ANC is exhibiting some discomfiting
similarities with the previous National Party
government.
Late in the day for the former, and too late
for the latter, they awoke to the realisation of
SA’s reliance on foreign capital. As disinvestment
accelerated, and the economy stagnated, political
fissures exacerbated. The effect on the onceimmutable National Party was disastrous, as the
ANC might do well to recall.
It was 31 years ago that then President P W
Botha delivered his so-called ‘Rubicon’ address.
The dire consequences were aggravated by nondelivery of the reform promises that the world
had been led to expect. Similarly today, President
Jacob Zuma faces a ‘Rubicon’ that he addresses by

contradictions.
Nobody knows what to expect. Zuma might
go one way, giving the world the reassurance it
anticipated after his reappointment of Pravin
Gordhan as finance minister and his high-profile
meetings with private-sector luminaries.
Or he might go quite another way, to shatter
business and investor confidence. The test is
whether he white-ants the efforts of Gordhan (if
not Gordhan himself) to assert fiscal discipline,
insist on sound governance at state and state-owned
enterprises, and stimulate economic growth.
These are three prerequisites to avoid a
relegation of SA sovereign credit to sub-investment
grade. Should relegation not be avoided, junk status
will herald disinvestment on a scale akin to the late
1980s.
Then, the good that came from the withdrawal of
US and European bank loans hastened the demise
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Botha . . . failed

Zuma . . . failing?

of apartheid. This was intended. Now, the best
intention of the rating agencies is to signal that
no good could come from their demotion of SA’s
sovereign credit to junk.
Then, Botha’s actions caused the imposition of
financial sanctions. Now, Zuma has been warned.
His actions will determine SA’s credit status.
As sanctions could have been avoided, junk can
be too. Their commonality is in the political will to
effect essential changes that challenge the embedded
mindsets of party electorates. Then, Botha lacked
the will. Now, Zuma has yet to show it.
Then, Botha’s reformist sentiments rang hollow.
Now, Zuma’s promise to prioritise job creation –
and give substance to the ANC slogan of “better
lives for all” – does too. Then, Botha was eventually
kicked out by once-loyal party colleagues. Now,
Zuma hangs on because his grip on the organs of
state and party (which Botha, like Thabo Mbeki,
had lost) position him dictatorially.
Recall what happened when Botha disappointed
the world. In the aftermath of his ‘Rubicon’ speech,
there was a flight of capital from SA. In the ensuing
debt crisis, the rescheduling of loan repayments had
to be internationally mediated. Noose-like exchange
controls were introduced. Commentators described
a “bloodbath” on the JSE.
And the rand crashed to its lowest-ever level
against the US dollar. In early July 1985, before

‘Rubicon’, one rand bought 52,0 US cents. In late
July, immediately after, one rand bought 43,5 US
cents having briefly sunk to 38,5 US cents. (At time
of writing, incidentally, one rand buys 6,4 US cents.)
Everybody gets hurt. What happens with pension
funds, and other savings vehicles on which millions
of South Africans rely for their future wellbeing,
is illustrative. Late last year, the damage by Zuma’s
fleeting appointment of Des van Rooyen as finance
minister caused an immediate R95bn loss to the
portfolio value the Government Employees Pensions
Fund alone. Then, it was able gradually to recover.
But now the cold fact is that, to focus on pension
funds’ portfolios only, the big Western savings
institutions are strictly mandated by fiduciary duty
to steer clear of asset classes rated as sub-investment
grade. These funds’ departure from SA bonds
and equities will not be a political choice but a
mechanical reflex.
Given the extent of their exposure to SA, the
1980s can resonate with all the social instability that
resulted. If ever there were a need for SA pension
funds to stand up and be heard as a collective body
in the interests of their members (TT April-June),
it’s now.
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director

n
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CURRENTS

On borrowed
time
Pension funds’ portfolios are vulnerable should SA
lose its investment-grade status.

I

t’s in the manner of central bankers that they
express themselves calmly. Leon Myburgh, head
of the financial markets department at the SA
Reserve Bank, did as much at the recent Batseta winter
conference. But it didn’t soften his message that a
downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to junk
status can hit pension funds hard.
That’s notwithstanding an important metric – the
spread on credit default swaps – indicating that a
downgrade has already been priced into investment
markets. Nor does it indicate that the worst – the
non-residents’ sell-off of R45bn in domestic equities
and bonds during the fourth quarter of 2015, and a
further R35bn of net outflows this year to end-May –
is necessarily over.
The possible negative consequences of further
rating downgrades, Myburgh warns, cannot
be ignored. Given that investors require higher
compensation for the higher risk associated with SA
assets, particularly government bonds, yields will
remain “elevated”. These higher yields will spill over to
the bond and loan rates in the banking and corporate
sectors, thereby increasing their costs of funding.
In other words, even without the Bank tightening

Myburgh . . . SOE problem

monetary policy, higher yields will increase the costs
of doing business.
Pension funds, minimally holding cash, won’t be
spared. Because they’re heavily exposed to bonds
and equities, at 25% and 54% respectively for these
asset classes, the spill-over effect on prices can be
“significant” for the savings industry. Price volatility
will have a large impact on portfolio valuation,
Myburgh points out, and therefore “anticipation of
future ratings actions need to be considered in asset
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allocation decisions given the potential for re-pricing
these assets”.
There are consolations. Reflecting fiscal
sustainability, to allow reasonably for the funding of
new loans (about 40% of existing loans are owned by
foreigners), the ratio of SA government debt to gdp is
expected by the Bank to remain at 50%-51% (better
than Brazil and India) over the medium term. Also,
since only 10% of SA government debt is denominated
in foreign currency, the exposure to exchange-rate
shocks is reduced.
On the flip-side, however, contingent liabilities
are excluded from the debt/gdp computation.
These liabilities, mainly in the form of government
guarantees to state-owned enterprises, are worrying.
Better get Eskom and SA Airways right, or else.
The ratings agencies have given SA a breather, but
only a breather, to put its house in order and show that
economic growth can get underway. The message is
stark.

FSB hits back

A

s this TT edition was going to press, the
Financial Services Board filed its response to
the allegations of Rosemary Hunter (see Cover Story).
In it, FSB board chair Abel Sithole accuses Hunter of
painting a picture that is partly also a dispute between
her purportedly acting lawfully and FSB executive
officer Dube Tshidi purportedly acting unlawfully.
“But her own affidavits show that she quarrels
with everyone,” avers Sithole. “She always believes
she is right and everyone else is wrong. She
demonstrated her inability to accept good-faith
differences in the course of the FSB discharging its
functions as regulator, and she made herself guilty
of insubordination by constantly challenging the
authority and probity of her immediate superior. She
makes many accusations against her colleagues and
others, without proper substantiation, rendering their
probability or even possibility open to significant
doubt.”
He deals extensively with the disputed “cancellations
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project”, arguing that
the FSB had fully
complied with its
obligations, and cites
in support a report
from pensions
lawyer Jonathan
Mort who’d been
engaged by the FSB
to assess it.
Mort had found
that, for a fund to
cease to exist, it
must have no assets
and no liabilities.
This would
typically follow
the assets having
been transferred
from the fund, in
Mort . . . report assessed
terms of s14 of the
Pension Funds Act, with an accompanying extinction
of the associated benefit liabilities. In May 2005 a
comprehensive circular had set out the Registrar’s
requirements for transfers.
These included a certificate by the valuator,
principal officer or auditor of the fund confirming that
it had no members, assets or liabilities. There were no
requirements as to the information necessary for the
Registrar to have been satisfied that a fund had ceased
to exist.
Unless there was information to the contrary
before the Registrar, said Mort, there would appear
to be no reason why the Registrar couldn’t rely on
the representations made in deciding whether to
cancel a fund’s registration. He could also rely on the
representations of any person such as an “authorised
representative”.
According to Sithole, in deciding on the
cancellations the Registrar did not rely on these
representations alone. But for purposes of its report,
KPMG had failed to take into account alternative
proof that the Registrar had accepted. KPMG had
only considered documents as at date of extraction

8
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of those documents from the FSB’s system. “They
did not consider any documents uploaded to the
system after the extraction date, despite Ms de Swardt
(an FSB official) drawing KPMG’s attention to this
shortcoming in March 2015,” says Sithole.
He adds that Jurgen Boyd (then the deputy
registrar for pension funds) and De Swardt had
assured him that they never had any reason to suspect
that any applications for cancellation were made
dishonestly or for improper motives: “Ms Hunter has
also not advanced any evidence of such dishonesty
or misconduct. That is a remarkable feat given the
enormity of the cancellations project, which may
properly be attributed to the safeguards built into the
process”.
He asks that the court express its displeasure with
Hunter’s “unsubstantiated and irresponsible allegations
of dishonesty and bad faith” by ordering her to pay the
FSB’s legal costs on the punitive attorney-client scale.

Corporate in order to
facilitate resolution of
the issues that (she,
in her capacity as
FSB deputy executive
officer) purports
to raise for public
consumption in the
public interest.”
Such concerns
have broad
Dloti . . . necessary
application. But
assurance
legislation could be
difficult to draft. It would have to draw a fine line
between protecting FSB operations on the one side
and, on the other, not impeding discovery processes
in litigation or inhibiting the rights of whistleblowers
under the Protected Disclosures Act. The new marketconduct authority will need to seek a solution.

Confidentiality call

Trustees’ pay

N

T

ational Treasury might consider legislation
which ensures that information, submitted
in confidence to the Financial Services Board for it
properly to perform its regulatory functions, remains
in confidence.
This follows a letter to the FSB from Liberty chief
executive Thabo Dloti: “In the normal course of our
business we routinely receive requests for information
from the FSB, to which we endeavour to respond
comprehensively and in good faith. There is a risk
that we cannot operate on the assumption that the
information will be kept confidential or handled
strictly in accordance with the purposes for which it
was requested.”
Dloti’s concerns arise from allegations, made by
Rosemary Hunter in her litigation against the FSB,
that have a direct reputational and commercial impact
on Liberty. “Many of the disclosures made by (her)
were neither appropriate nor in the public interest,” he
wrote. “Much of the information was disclosed to (her)
in the context of proactive engagement by Liberty

he whole governance regime of pension funds
assumes that there are lots of competent people,
or at least people keen to acquire the necessary
competencies, taking on trusteeships. It’s an
assumption that remains untested.
There’s much more to trustees’ role than adjudging
beauty parades of asset managers. Given the time
it takes properly to prepare for board meetings and
attend them, to qualify in terms of skills sets now
insisted upon, and to bear the fiduciary responsibilities
that carry personal liability, it might be thought that an
attraction is the remuneration.
But this cannot be, as the fifth retirement-industry
survey by accountancy firm PricewaterhouseCoopers
reveals. The survey covers responses from a
representative cross-section of 100 funds (excluding
the GEPF) which together have R375bn in total assets.
Key findings of PwC are that on average:
u The board has eight members;
u Specialist funds have two professional board
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members;
u As a proportion of total board members, 12%
are professionals (25% for specialised and 7% for
standalone funds);
u Of the funds, 8% remunerated all board members
while 47% remunerated some of them and 44% did
not remunerate any;
u Annual remuneration for board members is R79
254 for specialist funds and R63 028 for
standalones.
Clearly, these pay levels pale against company
directors holding similar responsibilities. It’s high
time that the industry itself, if suitable trustees
are to be attracted and committed, produces some
benchmarks for appropriate remuneration. There’d be
numerous variances, for instance in fund sizes and in
skills attributes as well as considerations of whether
trusteeship forms part of an employee’s day job.
What of the argument that payment to trustees, by
their funds, will reduce members’ benefits? One ready
answer is that, to the extent of knowledgeable trustees
being better equipped to monitor and negotiate fees of
their service providers, the added expense of trustee
remuneration could more than offset the dent in
members’ benefits.
Either this or continue the plod in dreamland.

A kick in King

T

o be welcomed in the draft King IV governance
code, distributed for comment, is its segmental
focus on the retirement-fund industry. This
supplement, integral to King IV, applies to all
retirement funds. It also encourages them to follow
the Code for Responsible Investing in SA (CRISA), a
voluntary code that applies to institutional investors.
“King IV and CRISA are complementary,
reinforcing one another,” Thuto Masasa of the
Nkonki accountancy firm pointed out to the recent
Batseta conference. “The supplement allows for
certain terms used in King IV to be interchanged. For
example, references to ‘organisation’ should be read as
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‘retirement fund’ and ‘governing body’ as the ‘board of
a fund’.”
The usual principles, of accountability and the like,
are touched up in King IV. But unlike King, where
“comply or explain” is a JSE listings requirement,
CRISA is a voluntary code for institutional investors
with no compliance obligations. Signatories are
predominantly asset managers and, disappointingly,
not retirement funds that should be leading the
initiative.
It’s all the more reason, for the exercise to gain
traction, that trustees familiarise themselves with King
IV. They should be in the forefront of insisting on the
highest corporate-governance standards not only of
themselves but also of companies where their funds
are invested.
Which highlights an area for them to debate about
King IV. It’s whether, rather than a softlee-softlee
approach to executive remuneration, SA shouldn’t
move towards a binding shareholders’ vote.

Take your PIC

A

s deputy finance minister, Mcebesi Jonas chairs
the Public Investment Corporation. It’s to his
credit that the PIC is becoming more transparent
about its unlisted assets, generally in a strategic
statement of intent and recently to disclose for the first
time (before a parliamentary portfolio committee) key
details about its investment in Independent News &
Media SA.
It’s been a curious investment for a pension fund,
given the predictably parlous state of the newspaper
industry and specifically the declining circulations
of INMSA’s metropolitan titles (TT April-June). But
commercial viability seems less relevant than the
wish of the PIC to help the creation of a black-owned
Naspers, which is a great idea provided INMSA also
finds something like a Tencent gaming operation in
China and starts a rival to the Multichoice television
services in SA.
Following the parliamentary disclosures, TT asked
the PIC to elaborate. Spokesperson Sekgoela Sekgoela
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method where all the financial investor’s interests are
protected above operational investors (e.g. management)
who are expected to drive the value of the business. It is
typical for interest in these structures, especially when
funding black economic empowerment, to roll-up and
be paid as a single payment at the end of the loan term.
Interest will be serviced as and when cash is available
during the interim period. These structures allow
the company to invest in technology and expansion
opportunities common in a takeover of this kind of asset.

Jonas . . . open approach
responded:
The PIC has noted with concern an increased effort
by some in the media, certain members of parliament
and some members of the public, to use incorrect and
in some instances false information in an attempt
to cast aspersions on its integrity and investment
processes. The PIC invests al its clients’ money in
accordance with mandates approved by the Financial
Services Board. All investments are also subject to
a rigorous investment process, including a thorough
due diligence. The investment in INMSA was in
accordance with the mandate and investment processes
of the PIC.
What percentage of INMSA does the PIC own
directly or indirectly i.e. the PIC’s present equity
stake in INMSA?
Post the transaction the Government Employees
Pension Fund, managed through the PIC, holds a 25%
shareholding in INMSA.
Of the PIC’s R888m exposure to INMSA and the
Sekunjalo Media Consortium, how much is in loans?
R722m of the R888m exposure is in loans. The
GEPF’s investment into INMSA was accomplished
through a typical private-equity leveraged buyout

The loans to INMSA and Sekunjalo are two years
into their five-year term. Should the loans not be
repaid, what is the investment risk to the PIC?
The answer to this question would be speculative.
Does the PIC hold sureties or other security from
any Sekunjalo directors in respect of the loans?
The PIC holds various securities and sureties for
the loans provided, including cession over 55% of the
shareholding in the company.
In the event that the PIC loans are fully converted to
equity, what percentage of INMSA will the PIC then
own?
This question is theoretical and depends on various
inputs.
Are there PIC-appointed directors on the board of
INMSA and/or Sekunjalo? If not, why not?
The PIC does have representation on the INMSA
board.
As they say in the newspaper industry, watch this
space. Next thrilling encounters should be in the scrap
between the Gupta family and Iqbal Survé of privatelyowned Sekunjalo, for a Gupta stake in INMSA, and
for both their media houses to claim a greater share of
government sponsorships in acknowledgment of ANC
support.
n
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COVER STORY

The lone Hunter
Stage set for pension-fund regulator’s saga. Complex trial beckons.
Depending on outcome, ramifications could be wider
than narrow employee-employer dispute.

F

inancial Services Board executive officer
Dube Tshidi portrays FSB deputy executive
officer for retirement funds Rosemary Hunter
as being an “angry, distrustful and even vengeful
woman”. Perhaps she is; perhaps she isn’t.
Either way, the portrayal is mainly useful in
illustrating the depth of acrimony that has developed
between them over the so-called “cancellations
project” (see box). Tshidi appears not to take kindly
to criticism, least of all from a subordinate who’s been
at pains to exhibit her public-interest motivations.
Until this attempted character assassination,
under oath, Hunter’s reputation for integrity and
competence as a top pensions lawyer has been
unblemished. Were it otherwise, Finance Minister
Pravin Gordhan would surely not have appointed
Hunter to her FSB position in the first place.
More’s the pity that, on expiration of her contract,
she’s soon to depart it. She’ll then join the dump of
other talented officials squeezed from such state
agencies as SA Revenue Services and the National
Prosecuting Authority where their independence of
mind was needed.
Nonetheless, her departure won’t derail the
litigation she’s instituted against the FSB (TT AprilJune). Unless a settlement is reached in coming
months, the trial will be heard from late November in

Sithole . . . will hit back
the North Gauteng High Court. For now, the stage is
set by answering affidavits that Gordhan, Tshidi and
Jurgen Boyd (Hunter’s predecessor in the FSB post)
have filed.
At time of writing, the answering affidavits of the
FSB and Abel Sithole – chairman of the FSB board
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Thsidi . . . good faith

Hunter . . . minister misled

of directors – had yet to be submitted. What they’ll
have to say could be crucial because, in her papers,
Hunter contends that Gordhan relied on information
provided to him by Sithole that was “false or
otherwise misleading”.
She avers that Gordhan’s reliance on a September
2015 letter from Sithole, to then finance minister
Nhlanhla Nene, was “misplaced”. Thus, having not
been “properly apprised”, Gordhan’s answering
affidavit “contains incorrect and/or irrelevant
statements of fact”. But Gordhan counters: “There
is simply no factual support for the allegation that
Minister Nene was misled.”
Flying hither and thither are serious allegations
that will make for intriguing legal argument on the
papers filed. They’re also serious for the light that
might be shined on governance of the FSB and on
the veracity of various statements, for instance in
the latest FSB annual report. With the FSB about to
be absorbed into the new authority for regulation
of the financial sector’s market conduct, the trial
should inevitably scrutinise the FSB’s own conduct.
Credibility stakes are high.
Because the FSB reports to the minister of
finance, Gordhan had to be cited by Hunter as a
respondent. (The other respondents are the FSB,

Sithole, Tshidi and Boyd.) Some excerpts from
answering and replying affidavits, paraphrased for
readability, offer a taste.
Gordhan: Soon after Hunter’s appointment
in 2013, she obtained a legal opinion on the
deregistration of apparently-defunct pension funds.
It should be noted that the issue of dormant funds is
complex. Various possible solutions and approaches
exist e.g. creating a single national fund under the
FSB, or a single database for funds and members, or
the current system of several unclaimed funds under
various administrators. The complexity of the issue
presented a longstanding difficulty in resolving it.
Hunter: These may be possible solutions to
only some aspects of the problem i.e. the treatment
of amounts held by dormant funds to provide
for unclaimed benefits in specified amounts for
specific persons entitled to such benefits and, if
the registration of the dormant funds is cancelled,
then the assumption of liability for the payment of
those benefits by other entities. They do not provide
a solution to the main problem i.e. the manner in
which other assets and liabilities of such funds may
lawfully be disposed of.
Gordhan: On the basis of the legal opinion,
Hunter embarked on conduct which precipitated a

14
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highly acrimonious working relationship between
herself and her subordinates, peers, Tshidi and
the board. Disciplinary, grievance and complaint
proceedings were instituted by her and against her.
Hunter: Such acrimony is attributable to their
hostility towards my exposure of problems in the
manner by which the cancellation project was
conducted and their desire to conceal these problems.
The board had every opportunity in the disciplinary
proceedings against me to demonstrate that I was

guilty of the charges. Instead, in light of admissions
and concessions by the FSB counsel and by Sithole
during his testimony, it was clear that I could not
have been found guilty on any of them.
Gordhan: The board went to great lengths to
resolve matters.
Hunter: It seems that the minister has been
misled on this matter as well. In July 2014 I
submitted my first non-compliance notice (NCN1)
to the board. To date I have not been given a proper

FOLLOW THE MONEY

T

here’s a R16,5bn discrepancy in the amount of
pension funds’ unclaimed benefits that has yet
to be explored and explained.
On the one hand, the aggregate is estimated
at R22,5bn. This is based on an extrapolation
from the sample of pension funds, in the research
finalised last October by accountancy firm KPMG,
whose registrations had been cancelled by
the Financial Services Board. The extrapolation
depends on whether the sample was reasonably
representative.
On the other hand, the aggregate value of
assets held by unclaimed benefit funds – the FSB
having said in a media statement that all assets in
dormant funds had been transferred to unclaimed
benefit funds -- is put at some R6bn. This is
based on figures in the 2014 annual report of the
Pension Funds Registrar as disclosed by the FSB to
a trustee workshop in April.
The great bulk, if the R22,5bn extrapolation is
anywhere near accurate, could well be accounted
for in the policyholder funds backing assurance
policies of life offices. These policies would have
been issued to the cancelled funds where monies
had not been claimed by those funds before their
registrations were cancelled.
But reduce the R22,5bn to say a “missing”
R1bn, give or take a few hundred million, and
it isn’t paltry for perhaps thousands of fund

members prejudiced by the cancellations that
were arguably unlawful; especially since those
members, many at low levels of literacy, are
probably unaware of the monies owed to them.
The KPMG review was confined to a sample of
“dormant” or “orphan” funds whose registrations
had been cancelled. The KPMG report refers to
the inadequacy of FSB records on disposals of
the assets and liabilities of the funds prior to
cancellation of their registrations.
That’s why conduct of he “cancellations
project” is at the centre of the dispute between
Rosemary Hunter and the FSB. The project had
been almost concluded before Hunter became the
FSB deputy executive officer for retirement funds
in August 2013. Her three-year term of office
expires in July.
The funds with cancelled registrations were
called “dormant” or “orphan” because they had
no properly-constituted boards of trustees. To
these funds the FSB had appointed “Section 26
trustees” whose job under the Pension Funds
Act is to constitute “valid” boards empowered to
dispose of funds’ assets and liabilities.
However, they didn’t. Instead, where the funds
had assets, the “s26 trustees” disposed of them
before asking the Registrar to cancel the funds’
registrations.
These registrations were cancelled on the
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opportunity to elaborate on, and provide supporting
evidence for, my allegations of misconduct against
Tshidi. It is clear that the board never intended to
procure such an investigation, notwithstanding the
statement by Sithole during his evidence-in-chief at
my disciplinary enquiry that the allegations in my
NCN1 “were worthy of being investigated”.
Gordhan: To address the cancellations issue
itself, the FSB initiated investigations by retired
Concourt Justice O’Regan and a firm of forensic
auditors. Hunter nonetheless lodged a complaint with

assumption that the affected funds had neither
assets nor liabilities; in other words, that there
had been legitimate disposals of them by the
“s26 trustees”.
But the KPMG report presents a different
picture. Hunter, who has applied to court for
release of the full report, was allowed to see it
for the purposes of this litigation only and has
summarised its main features. Amongst them,
according to one of her latest affidavits:
u The sample reviewed by KPMG comprised
510 funds whose registrations had been
cancelled. This represented 11% of the funds
in a total of 4 651;
u In relation to only 2% of the sample did the
Registrar have in his records sufficient
information “to satisfy a reasonable person in
the position of the Registrar that the fund had
no assets, liabilities or members such that it
had ‘ceased to exist’ and its registration could
be cancelled”;
u For the rest, there were assets of some R2,5bn
where the FSB had no reliable accounting
records that could be found;
u From information available, KPMG was
unable to determine whether the funds’
“authorised representatives” or “s26 trustees”
had taken reasonable steps to protect the
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the Auditor General against the FSB and opened a
criminal case with the Hawks.
Hunter: I referred my concerns regarding
irregular expenditure to the Auditor General a year
after I had brought those concerns to the attention
of the FSB board. To comply with my duty under
the Prevention & Combatting of Corruption Act,
in June 2015 I reported to the Hawks my suspicions
regarding fraudulent and/or corrupt activities
involving FSB officials.
Gordhan: The FSB considered that Hunter’s

interests of fund members, beneficiaries
or other creditors. “On a balance of
probabilities,” it said, “the opposite appears to
be the case”;
u When the Registrar cancelled the registrations,
there was a “high likelihood” that the funds
still had assets and/or liabilities”. This supports
a conclusion “of a likelihood that material
financial prejudice was sustained as a result of
the manner in which the cancellations project
was conducted”.
Hunter surmises: “It may be that there are
assets with an aggregate value of R22,5bn (in
some 4 000 funds not reviewed by KPMG) for the
disposals of which, prior to the cancellations of
those funds, the FSB did not have the information
that a reasonable person in the position of the
Registrar would require before deciding that
they had ‘ceased to exist’ and cancelling their
registrations.”
If that is so, obvious questions are begged:
why the FSB records were inadequate; on
what legal basis the FSB proceeded with the
cancellations, and whether any “s26 trustees” or
“authorised representatives” for the funds had
interest conflicts.
Subsequent to the litigation being launched,
the FSB appointed pensions-law expert Jonathan
Mort as an inspector for further investigation of
the cancellations project.
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allegations of “irregular expenditure” should stand
over until the O’Regan and KPMG reports had
been delivered. These reports were expected to cast
light on any potential personal enrichment of FSB
employees. Should any such enrichment be found,
disciplinary steps would follow.
Hunter: In my notice of non-compliance, I
had not alleged any personal enrichment by FSB
employees in their conduct of the cancellations
project. It would have been unreasonable for the
board to have expected me to investigate and
provide Justice O’Regan with evidence of any such
enrichment when I am not a forensic investigator
and do not have powers to compel disclosure of
records that might provide evidence. Justice O’Regan
was not given powers and resources for a forensic
investigation. Further, it’s evident that Sithole had
misrepresented to the minister the nature of the
mandate by the board to KPMG.
Gordhan: The O’Regan report and the KPMG
investigation squarely address the cancellations
project and any prejudice it may have caused.
Neither Justice O’Regan nor KPMG is contended to
have been prevented, inhibited or undermined in
performing their investigations.
Hunter: I alleged that Tshidi and other FSB staff
members had engaged in acts of misconduct to
prevent or impede an inquiry. In my NCN1, I asked
the board to procure an investigation in accordance
with applicable statutes and FSB policies. The fact
that the board itself procured investigations into the
conduct of the cancellations project does not sanitise
the conduct of Tshidi and other staff members before
then.
Gordhan: Had Justice O’Regan perceived any
attempt to prevent, inhibit or undermine her or the
KPMG investigations, she would not have asked
Hunter to respect the process and await its outcome.
Hunter: That the board itself initiated an
investigation into how the cancellations project was
conducted is inconsistent with my allegation that
Tshidi had incurred irregular expenditure in the
course of his campaign to prevent and/or impede the
conduct of an internal investigation I had initiated
into the matter. The board’s actions in procuring the
O’Regan and KPMG investigations did not remedy,
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and should not be allowed to obscure, the unlawful
conduct of Tshidi and those who assisted him before
then.
Gordhan: A regulation under the Public Finance
Management Act has been invoked in support of the
contention that, unless Hunter’s non-compliance
notices were investigated, her ability to perform
her functions before her term expires at end-July
would be compromised. It is improbable that a final
judgment will be handed down either before the
expiry of her employment term or the term of board
members. Even were an investigation to be initiated
now, it’s unlikely that it could lead to the removal of
board members or the executive officer.
Hunter: Whether board members or the executive
officer should be removed is surely a matter to be
decided after a report of the investigation.
Now on to the direct confrontation between Tshidi
and Hunter.
Tshidi: The founding affidavit, with annexures,
comprises a massive 926 pages. The bulk of this is
devoted to traversing “issues” completely irrelevant
to the relief claimed. She is attempting to ventilate
the very issues she wishes to have investigated by the
intended investigating party. The court is not called
upon to adjudicate any such irrelevant issues and it is
not within the court’s remit to do so.
Hunter: I have sought to demonstrate the basis
upon which I had wanted the conduct of Tshidi
and Boyd, and other persons, made subject to
investigation by investigators appointed by the board
and/or the minister. I have not asked the court
to make findings in regard to that conduct in the
absence of the results of such investigation.
Tshidi: The citation of myself and Boyd, and the
inclusion of the mass of irrelevant and vexatious
matter, are aimed at extracting responses which
Hunter intends using in other proceedings. A
detailed response to such vexatious allegations
is neither necessary nor indicated, and I will
accordingly refrain from doing so.
Hunter: Tshidi has decided not to admit or deny,
other than in general terms, the specific allegations
that I made against him in my founding affidavit,
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despite having entered an appearance to defend. The
implications of these choices will be addressed in
argument before the court.
Tshidi: A great deal of attention is devoted in the
founding affidavit to the cancellations project. The
full background and description of the historical
problem, and the manner in which the project was
undertaken, were set out in the comprehensive
submission of Boyd to Justice O’Regan. I fully
refute Hunter’s contention that this project had been
embarked upon recklessly or mindlessly. I similarly
reject any accusation, allegation or suggestion that
(the conduct of) Boyd or myself, or any FSB officials
involved in the project, had not been bona fide.
Hunter: If my averments are inconsistent with
the contents of my founding affidavit and my written
submissions to Justice O’Regan, Tshidi must prove it.
Tshidi: Justice O’Regan had expressly found that
there was no dishonesty on the part of the Registrar
in performing the cancellations.
Hunter: Justice O’Regan made no such finding.
Having noted that no evidence of improper conduct
(in the narrow sense) had been placed before her,
she recommended an audit process to investigate the
factual question of whether there’d been improper,
dishonest or corrupt conduct.
Tshidi: Hunter’s grievance notice NCN1 was
largely directed at me. My overall impression gained
from the document was that Hunter was an angry
person who had lost perspective and was seeking
an outlet for her emotions on the premise that
everything she believed and complained of was
indisputably correct. The bulk of NCN1 consists of
personal attacks on me and others whom Hunter
believes had committed an injustice to her, to which
she now wished to retaliate. I decided that the dignity
of my office did not allow me to descend to the level
of NCN1 and that I should instead identify (to the
FSB board) the issues that lay at the root of Hunter’s
outburst.
Hunter: The truth is that Tshidi does not wish
to be held accountable for his conduct. His attitude
towards his own powers and responsibilities
demonstrates that he is not fit for senior public office.
Judgment is probably not to be expected before
January at the earliest.
n
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

From small
acorns . . .
Or, in the case of African Rainbow Capital, not so small.
An oak could be in the making.

C

ome with a fresh concept, backed by talent
that’s supported by resource, and there’ll
always be room for disruptive competition
even in the SA financial-services sector dominated
by an establishment of heavy hitters. Donald Gordon
demonstrated it when he founded Liberty, as did
Adrian Gore when he launched Discovery.
Along now comes Patrice Motsepe, with his
billions, to set African Rainbow Capital in motion.
Equally important, he comes with Johan van Zyl
and Johan van der Merwe whose business records
are proven respectively as former Sanlam Group
and Sanlam Investments chief executives. Add to
the top ARC executive team Machiel Reyneke (a
Santam director) and Rejoice Simelane (who sits
in a non-executive capacity on the Sanlam board,
as do Motsepe and Van Zyl) for a rather distinctive
corporate pattern to emerge.
There’s a certain romance in all this. Almost a
century ago, Sanlam was conceived by a group of
Afrikaners and a Scotsman essentially to mobilise
the savings and promote the economic uplift of those

Motsepe . . . step further
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who shared a particular cultural affinity. There was
business potential and a social mission, fully realised
in their unfolding.
Today, of course, black economic empowerment
is a business imperative. Going further than
broad-based shareholder schemes is black control.
This is ARC’s distinguishing characteristic in its
self-proclaimed objective to become “a leading
provider of financial services covering the full
spectrum of fiscal needs such as life insurance,
health care, asset management, general financial
services, short-term insurance, private equity,
property and banking”.
Another characteristic is its mitigation of
entrepreneurial risk. Matsepe starts ARC with a
silver spoon through the immensely profitable
participation of his Ubuntu-Botho Investments
(UBI) as the empowerment partner of Sanlam, of
which he remains deputy chairman, and through
the ongoing relationship with Sanlam itself. This is
a clever initiative, probably not without commercial
advantage also for Sanlam to the extent that it
can direct complementary business to a soundlystructured black enterprise.
ARC is wholly owned by UBI whose shareholders
include trade unions, church and women’s groups.
UBI, chaired by Motsepe as its principal shareholder,
owns 14,5% of Sanlam. Worth some R17bn, about
R10bn of it is committed to invest in ARC. For
its part, ARC has already made several privateequity investments from insurance broking to fibre
broadband.
Apart from its obvious intent to create value for
stakeholders, ARC promises to make a difference
on “a much broader front by supporting deserving
communities through wide-ranging social and
corporate investment initiatives”.
Van Zyl, ARC joint chief executive with Van der
Merwe, was asked to elaborate.
TT: What is ARC’s existing capital base? If you
intend to extend it within the next year or so, by
about how much?
Van Zyl: The base of ARC’s holding company,
Ubuntu-Botho Investments, is more than R13bn. Of
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Van Zyl . . . solid underpin
this, R5bn has been initially allocated to ARC. With
gearing, it implies that ARC can possibly do deals of
roughly R8bn. Of course, over the longer term we
can use more of UBI’s resources, and add to both UBI
and ARC through raising capital. Both mechanisms
are contemplated over the medium term. Plans are
to use around R8bn-R10bn of UBI’s funds over the
longer term, and then to double this through raising
capital in the market. With gearing, it would give us
more than R20bn.
What sort of timelines do you envisage to become,
quoting from the ARC website, “a fully integrated
diversified financial services business in SA”?
Initially ARC will acquire strategic stakes in a
number of businesses, much like an investment
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holding company. We will then strive to unlock
synergies between these businesses and integrate
them. It should take five to eight years for us to go
through the whole process.
In becoming such a financial services business,
what will be the relationship with Sanlam?
For example, what areas of competition and
cooperation? Are there agreements on cooperation
and, if so, in what areas? Conversely, how will
competition be managed given that three ARC
directors are also Sanlam directors?
The idea is not to invest in other insurers so
that, where possible, we don’t compete with Sanlam.
Our focus will be mainly on distribution and other
areas complementary to what Sanlam has. The
main cooperation will be in areas where black
economic empowerment is important. These include
distribution in general, asset management, employee
benefits and its administration in particular; also
health admin, banking, property and the like. Most of
this is contained in a long-term agreement. However,
this should be seen against the fact that ARC is
independent and will do what it considers beneficial
to itself.
ARC has mentioned “accumulation of capital in
partnership with Sanlam”. What does this mean? Is
Sanlam an ARC shareholder and, if so, how much
of ARC does it own?
Sanlam is not an ARC shareholder at present.
But if we raise capital in future, we certainly hope
that Sanlam will invest some of its funds in or with
ARC.

Plans to list ARC on the JSE in the foreseeable
future?
We’ll first have to make ARC work. But a JSE
listing is certainly something that we’ll entertain over
the longer term i.e. eight to 10 years from now.
Given present economic conditions globally and in
SA, was there any particular reason for your timing
to launch ARC now?
Our view is that there are a number of good assets
available at attractive pricing because of the tough
conditions. It is always better to buy in a depressed
market, rather than when companies are expensive.
This did play some role in our decision-making.
Apart from black control, how would you describe
the main differentiators between ARC and other
SA financial institutions? Put differently, why do
you consider that there’s a need for ARC at all?
Most financial companies in SA need a BEE
partner. Few potential partners have the money,
relationships and experience that can support the
companies’ own objectives. The combination of these
attributes gives us an edge. Also, as we essentially try
to be strategic partners, working with and supporting
existing management teams rather than trying to take
them over, they’ll find that the package we offer is
particularly attractive.

Does the relationship with Sanlam preclude
relationships with other life offices, or with other
financial institutions such as banks?
No, nothing is precluded. But we clearly have
a big stake in Sanlam and therefore such other
relationships will probably be more focused rather
than broad-based as is the case with Sanlam.

From the perspective of potential clients, what
would you see as the main selling points of ARC
that are unique in the SA marketplace?
In addition to the factors already mentioned, a
key focus is our dual objectives. These are to make
money and, by ploughing back, to make a difference.
We strive to be world class in doing business, and
then to give back to deserving causes a substantial
part of the profits generated. Patrice Motsepe
has signed up to the ‘Giving Pledge’ initiative of
Warren Buffett and Bill Gates, for giving away 50%
of his wealth during his lifetime. Also, we have a
community trust owning 20% of UBI.

Will you entertain investment in ARC and/or ARC
projects from SA institutions other than Sanlam?
Certainly.

The building blocks are in place, doubtless for
close scrutiny by a highly competitive financial sector
as building proceeds.
n

AT MAKING YOU

NUMBER 1
Old Mutual Corporate is honoured to be repeatedly recognised
as the winner of top South African retirement industry awards.*
We are thankful for being recognised again by the industry and its peers in winning Imbasa Yegolide Awards for:
• Manager of Managers of the Year - awarded to Old Mutual Multi-Managers for the second consecutive year
• Communications and Marketing Provider of the Year - awarded to Old Mutual SuperFund for communication to,
and the education of members, employers, administrators and other stakeholders
Beyond winning these awards however, what truly inspires us is seeing more South Africans realise their financial
goals and retirement dreams. We believe that achieving great things relies on successful communication. Through
the Old Mutual Financial Wellbeing Programme we are dedicated to providing retirement fund members with
knowledge and understanding; guiding them towards a better future.

www.oldmutual.co.za/CorporateAwards

Old Mutual is a licensed Financial Services provider.
* Batseta Imbasa Yegolide Awards 2016 accolades for professional excellence in the retirement fund industry. Batseta Council of Retirement Funds for South Africa is a professional industry body that looks
after the interests of retirement funds, trustees, principal officers and fund fiduciaries in the retirement industry.
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Bophelo Benefit Services (BBS) is a Financial
Services Company whose core business is Trust
and Beneficiary Fund administration. BBS is a
licensed 13B Administrator in terms of the Pension
Funds Act and an authorised financial services
provider. BBS forms part of a bigger group of
companies wholly owned by Mvunonala Holdings.
The company’s head office is located in Rosebank,
Johannesburg with regional and front offices in
Durban, Rustenburg and Johannesburg CBD.
Beneficiary Fund Administration
The trust and beneficiary funds play an important
social role in Southern Africa, particularly among
blue-collar worker families where guardians may
not be financially astute to manage minors’ funds
on their own. Minor children stand a better chance
of completing their education if their assets are
managed in the trust/beneficiary fund vehicle which
is protected and overseen by a board of trustees.
We are experts in administration, and we remain
a provider of high quality and compassionate
service to our members. BBS is in its 11th year of
existence and it is the proud winner of the
“2013 Imbasa Yegolide Award for the Best
Trust and Beneficiary Fund Administrator”.
The Fund can expect a value rich personalized
service from Bophelo Benefit Services.
Our directive is to ensure that the Fund is
completely at ease that the beneficiaries’ funds
are being maintained with absolute safety and
care. BBS strives to develop close relationships
so that it feels more like the extension of the
Fund’s service.

Our Service to the Guardians and Beneficiaries
BBS provides a warm, to the point service so that
the dependant does not feel like they are going
around in circles with their service provider.
The guardians and the beneficiaries are our
primary focus since they are the people that are
dependent on the monies invested for income and
support. BBS understands that the beneficiaries
may not be able to control or deal with their
monies. BBS understands that the beneficiary’s
peace of mind is as important as that of the Fund.
BBS is committed to a cost effective service to
beneficiaries by employing constant innovation
and creativity to the administration process to
keep BBS above the rest.
Tracing Services
After realizing an opportunity in tracing the massive
unclaimed benefits that had accumulated across
the Retirement Fund Industry, BBS introduced a
tracing division in 2007. We use tracing agents
(Foot Soldiers) who directly track, find and
interview the members/beneficiaries/guardians
and this eliminates the chance of bringing
fraudulent claimants to the Fund.
We have developed extensive databases and,
together with access to third party databases,
we are able to data match, validate and trace
individuals.
BBS can be contacted on (011) 492 1352; admin@
bophelobenefit.co.za or by sending a postal mail
to us at P O Box 61203, Marshalltown, 2107.
Please visit our website:
www.bophelobenefit.co.za
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FUNDS SURVEY

Sensitivities to be recognised
Special features of union funds. Reluctance to join umbrellas is one of them.

T

he annual Sanlam ‘benchmark’ surveys are
a service to the retirement-fund industry. The
constant theme in fresh research predictably underlines
the exhortations to save, and to start saving early, usefully
updating the difficulties of potential savers to provide
adequately for their futures.
This year’s survey brings an additional dimension.
It’s to open a window on trade unions’ standalone funds.
How big are they? Why don’t they join commercial
umbrellas? Are their contribution rates adequate?
For the survey, interviews were undertaken with the
principal officers of 11 defined-contribution union funds
collectively responsible for R58,5bn in assets under
management.
On average, then, the 11 funds each have some
R5,3bn in AUM. It isn’t clear how representative the
sample is, but it is clear that on this kind of relatively
small size they’d be ideal candidates for migration to
commercial umbrella funds.
Yet their principal officers, the survey reports, either
haven’t or won’t consider it. Reason given by almost
all respondents is that they fear a “loss of control”. The
meaning of this term isn’t explained.
Union funds are touchy subjects for examination.
These funds are inclined to have social agendas, such as
a preference for local stocks against offshore exposure,
that might not always be to the demonstrable financial
advantage of members. They sometimes contend that
the interests of fund and union are one and the same,
whereas legally they aren’t.
And there instances, certainly not confined to union
funds, where adequate governance has fallen short.
(For example, see elsewhere in this TT edition the
fulminations of Tony Mostert who acts as curator of the

Saccawu fund. Note that this is not a standalone union
fund, despite its linkage to the SA Commercial, Catering
& Allied Workers Union, but a defined-contribution
umbrella fund.)
Like associated unions, whose thousands of members
range through any number of different funds, their
potency is undeniable. It was unions that occasioned the
delay until March 2018 of the requirement for members
of provident funds compulsorily to purchase an annuity
at retirement. Whether this delay is in the best interests
of fund members, who’ll need accumulated savings
at retirement whatever the ultimate arrangements for
state-funded social security, is a topic to be argued from
different perspectives.
But from the perspective of union funds, who
represent a distinctive category of blue-collar workers,
enhanced tax deductions – up to 27,5% of salary on
contributions – are pretty much pie-in-the-sky. As a
survey respondent put it: “The thought of saving one
quarter of my income for retirement is not practical. How
do we then manage our day-to-day living expenses as
well as short-term savings goals?”
Phillip Mjoli, segment head of institutional business
at Sanlam Investments, describes this comment as
profound: “Our younger members do not have the leeway
in their income significantly to increase their retirementfund contributions, regardless of the level of inherent
tax benefits. At the same time, we need to consider the
impact of compound interest and the financial impact of
saving even an additional 1% a month.”
Overall, the survey finds that both member and
employer contributions have declined to an average total
of 15,92% against 17,55% of pay in 2015. For union funds
specifically in 2016, the total provision for retirement
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(excluding deductions for life and disability cover, and
administration costs) is 12,49% against a 14% industry
average.
Most union funds allow members to make additional
voluntary contributions, averaging at 2,13%. It’s well
above the 1,44% recorded last year. “For some people this
might not seem significant,” says Mjoli, “but we need to
factor in the impact that just a 1% reduction in disposable
income will have on entire household dependent on a
single income.”
A distinguishing feature of most union funds is their
belief that there is a cost associated with responsible
investing, but appreciate that the social good outweighs
the cost. Also noted by the survey is that selections
of investment managers are critically driven by
performance. The majority of funds say that they assess
performance over a three-year period before deciding
whether to continue with an existing service provider.
What would be most revealing for the future is

Mjoli . . . unique aspects
a sample comparison of union funds’ investment
performance against other standalones and umbrellas, as
well as relative efficiencies in the distribution of benefits.
It will enable a numbers-focused evaluation of the “loss
of control” argument within the context of member
interests, and indeed on the exercise of “control” in
umbrellas themselves.
n

# Every child deserves an education
# Beneficiary funds can step into the shoes of a deceased
breadwinner
# Trustees should choose a beneficiary fund to look after these
children’s money
# Speak to us today about how your fund can appoint an independent
beneficiary fund

WINNER OF THE IMBASA YEGOLIDE BENEFICIARY FUND AND TRUST ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR 2010, 2011, 2012, 2015 AND 2016
CAPE TOWN +27 21 410 7500 | SANDTON +27 11 883 9755 | JOHANNESBURG +27 10 100 331/7/8 | DURBAN +27 31 368 9260
www.fairheads.com | FAIRHEADS BENEFIT SERVICES IS AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL SERVICE PROVIDER. FSP NO 18428
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STORMS WILL
COME AND GO.
JUST KEEP DOING
THE RIGHT THINGS RIGHT,
DAY AFTER DAY.
In uncertain times it’s easy to be misled by emotions and fears.
But by applying our investment philosophy consistently,
we can help navigate you through all conditions.

If you aren’t already investing with us,
contact your Financial Adviser, our Client Services team on 0860 105 775 or visit:
prudential.co.za
Consistency is the only currency that matters.
Prudential Investment Managers (SA) (Pty) Ltd is a licensed financial services provider.
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TAP INTO AFRICA’S GROWTH
Private equity investment offers an ideal vehicle,
suggest Patrick Mamathuba and Herman Marais*.
Economic growth prospects in Africa remain compelling
when compared with developed markets. This is despite
recent setbacks in oil-producing countries such as Nigeria
and Angola as well as structural constraints on growth in
SA. Many economies in Sub-Saharan Africa are continuing
their 4%-6% annual gdp growth trends of recent years, far
better than that of developed markets.
Private equity is an ideal vehicle to access investment
opportunities across Africa, especially as listed equity
markets in the rest of Africa are fairly limited given their lack
of depth and liquidity. Private equity funds have historically delivered higher returns than the conventional equity
market.
The average net internal rate of return (IRR) for private
equity in SA was 19,1% for the 10 years to end-December
2014. In comparison, the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (Alsi)
was 18% and the SWIX was 18,6%, according to the latest
Riscura SA Venture Capital/Private Equity Association performance survey.
This picture is largely mirrored by the performance data
on the private equity asset class in broader Africa. Africa
private equity has outperformed the global MSCI index by
two percentage points over the 10-year period to 2015.
This outperformance becomes even more pronounced
when considering the performance of private equity
transactions in the middle and lower middle market as well
as the performance of investment funds specialising in
selected sectors.
The prospect of gaining an edge in private equity
investment in Africa is a reason that STANLIB has partnered
with the founders of Agri-Vie Investment Fund, an African
private equity fund focused on the food and agribusiness
sector, to form EXEO Capital. This new entity is an Africafocused private equity partnership that will allow both parties the opportunity to expand their alternative investment
offerings.
The partnership adds private equity to STANLIB’s alternatives offering. It includes Infrastructure, High Yield Credit
and Direct Property investment capabilities. For the AgriVie founders, the EXEO Capital partnership opens doors to
business networks in the more than 10 African countries in
which STANLIB is represented as well as a path to strategic
diversification into other lucrative investment sectors.
The first US$100m Agri-Vie Fund is invested in 12 food
and agribusiness deals across East Africa and the Southern
African Development Community. EXEO Capital will manage the Agri-Vie Fund II, expected to launch in mid-2016.
EXEO Capital’s choice of the Africa food and agribusiness sector as it first investment theme is in line with
fundamental growth trends. Growing populations and an

Mamathuba and Marais . . . everybody gains
expanding middle class, combined with the trend towards
urbanisation, are all fuelling demand for food and agricultural products while putting pressure on global food
security.
The World Economic Forum predicts that by 2050 a
global population of 9bn will demand 70% more food
than is consumed today. Meanwhile, Africa is expected to
double its population to 2bn by 2050.
If you are invested in pension funds, you may be indirectly benefiting from investments in private equity. Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act regulates the allocation
of pension fund investments into different asset classes. In
2011, revisions to this regulation allowed for pension fund
trustees to allocate up to 10% of assets under management
to private equity.
By finding a variety of ways to invest in Africa, investors
contribute to Africa’s growth while earning good returns. It’s
a win-win scenario all round.
* Mamathuba is the chief investment officer for alternative
investments at STANLIB. Marais is the managing partner at
EXEO Capital and co-founder of Agri-Vie.

www.stanlib.com
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CLASS ACTIONS 1

For better or worse
GEPF in firing line over withdrawal benefits.
Members invited to participate in Solidarity litigation.

T

rade union Solidarity is preparing to launch a
class action against the Government Employees
Pension Fund. Although Solidarity itself speaks
for only 7 100 public servants, a class action implies that
it will seek redress for over 1,2m members of the GEPF.
Two main points appear to be at issue. The first is
whether the GEPF had consulted with the Minister of
Finance and employee organisations, as it’s obliged to
do, before it amended the formula for calculation of
actuarial interest (a member’s accrued benefit paid by
the fund in specific instances such as resignation). The
second is whether, having amended the formula, GEPF
members are better or worse off.
According to Solidarity deputy chief executive Johan
Kruger, the GEPF had reduced two actuarial-interest
factors without the necessary consultation and without
public-service employees even being notified. Although
formal communication structures exist, fund members
only heard about the changes through the media about
five months after their April 1 2015 implementation date.
By way of explanation, GEPF principal executive
officer Abel Sithole wrote to Solidarity: “Generally, the
GEPF endeavours to engage employee organisations
through the legitimate bargaining structure of the public
service that represent the majority of its membership.
The GEPF has focused its attention on engaging the
forum where both the employer (the Department
of Public Service & Administration) and employee
representatives (the Public Sector Coordinating
Bargaining Council) are represented....Due to the
lack of direct ongoing relationship, the GEPF has had

some difficulty in complying with its rules around the
consultation process with the PSCBC.”
The change in the factors for computing actuarial
interest impacts on members’ retirement and
resignation benefits as well as death benefits for
dependents and payments to spouses on divorce. The
change has caused members to receive less than their
previous entitlements, says Kruger.
He cites several examples. One is of a police captain
who, on affidavit, shows the detrimental effect.
A calculation performed on 12 May 2015, of the
policeman’s estimated retirement benefit, was as at 31
July 2015 when he intended to resign from SAPS. Then
the calculation of the portion based on his contribution
rate was R1,3m and his actuarial interest was R2,7m.
Another calculation was performed on 28 July 2015,
still with 31 July 2015 being the date of his intended
resignation. This time his actuarial interest, despite an
increase in his salary, was reduced by R173 000.
The calculation of 12 May 2015 was performed after
the effective date of the amendment to the actuarialinterest factors. In other words, Kruger points out, this
earlier calculation was still performed on the old factors:
“This is a clear indication that the amendment of the
actuarial-interest factors was done retrospectively.”
The change has further knock-on effects, notably in
terms of the Divorce Act. It provides that the “pension
interest” of divorced members be calculated as the
resignation benefit to which the member would have
been entitled on the date of divorce.
The result of the change, Kruger contends, is that
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the “pension interest” of all members’ spouses
– who obtained court orders subsequent to
1 April 2015 in terms of which the member’s
pension interest is deemed to be part of the
estate assets – will also be calculated according
to the revised actuarial-interest factors.
In his long letter to Solidarity, Sithole
wrote: “Although the actuarial-factors did
reduce effective 1 April 2015, it is important
to take into account all the changes to the factors over
time. Calculations prepared by the (GEPF) actuary
show how the actuarial interest of members at sample
ages would have changed depending on the factors used
at each of the pre-2010, 2010, 2012 and 2014 statutory
actuarial valuations.”
He then produced an illustrative table of relative
changes for members at the same levels of salary and
pensionable service but at different ages. The only
decrease was for members aged 65 at end-March 2014.

In need of
✓high quality,
✓fully-sponsored,
✓independent
Trustee Education
workshops?
The ASISA Academy, in partnership with the ASISA
Foundation, is making available the following two Trustee
Education workshops at no cost to South African
retirement funds for their trustees and principal officers.

Right or wrong, at least one contentious
issue will continue to stand. The Public
Servants Association has pointed out that the
factors used in the calculation of actuarial
interest must be determined by the GEPF
board on advice of the GEPF actuary after
consultation with the Finance Minister and the
employee organisations. No consultation, as
required by the GEP Law and the GEPF rules,
had taken place.
Might this alone not cause the change to be
invalidated?
In its defence, the GEPF has submitted (amongst
other things) that the change in the actuarial-interest
factors was not an amendment to the benefit but arose
due to an earlier benefit improvement. It had amended
the withdrawal benefit to be a member’s actuarial
interest in the GEPF, rather than a mere return of the
member’s contribution.
n

INVESTMENT FUNDAMENTALS
AND ACTIVE OWNERSHIP
(2 days)

RETIREMENT FUND TRUSTEE
GOVERNANCE AND ETHICS
(1 day)

“The workshop was an eye-opener for
understanding the market. I will be able to
make informed contribution as well as informed
decision making in the BOT meeting”
“Brilliant, thank you. I learned so much and
would definitely be reading up a bit more to try
and further my understanding on investments”

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please email dmorris@asisaacademy.org.za or
call the ASISA Academy on +27 21 673 1626

TrusteeEducationAdvert.indd 1

2016/06/14 01:25:47 PM
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PERSPECTIVES FOR SA
Having recently returned from a study trip
to the UK, Kobus Hanekom of Simeka
Consultants & Actuaries reports on their progress
with retirement reform.

THE

Turner Report, published in April 2006, brought
about significant changes in the UK retirementfund industry. At that time the UK system could no longer
rely on generous private pension funds to compensate
for a meagre state system. Defined benefit (DB) schemes
were closing down or found themselves in deficit as a
result of longer life expectancy and lower investment
returns. The shift to defined contribution (DC) schemes was
nowhere near comprehensive enough and on the whole the
population did not set aside sufficiently for retirement.
The report identified three key concerns. First, the
percentage of employees who relied entirely on the state
pension increased from 46% in 1995 to 54% in 2004. Second,
only a small percentage of people made pension decisions
rationally; as a result, compulsion was considered a more
effective tool. Third, the cost of running a pension fund for
smaller enterprises became prohibitively expensive.
There were several critical policy interventions:
• A more generous and simpler state pension was
introduced. Starting at a later age (the retirement age
was increased to 66 from 2020, further increased to 67
by 2028 and possibly to 68 by 2044), the means test was
scrapped and the annual pension increases linked to
average earnings rather than inflation;
• A fees threshold was also introduced. For savings
in the default investment portfolio, the total charges
to a member may not exceed 0,75% of assets under
management. In addition, both initial and ongoing
commission payments from providers to advisers were
banned. Any services required by the employer have to
be paid on a fee basis. An adviser is able to agree with
an employee for any services required personally to be
deducted from the pension fund through what is known
as ‘adviser charging’, although this is not facilitated by
all providers;
• An occupational pension plan that is “strongly
encouraged” but not mandatory was put in place.
People’s inertia was harnessed by auto enrolment.
Employees are automatically enrolled in a DC or DB

scheme but can opt out. If they do, however, they
would automatically be enrolled again at least once
every three years in line with the three-year anniversary
of the employer’s original staging date. The process is
known as ‘triennial re-enrolment’.
A big challenge was how to include the unpensioned
at the lower end, especially those employed by small
employers. Pension providers did not have much traction in
this end of the market and it was therefore necessary for
the state to establish a fund that could provide a pension
offering at an affordable fee. Because of Eurozone laws the
state could only be allowed to establish and operate such a
fund after it had gone through a legal process to establish a
“market failure” in this sector.
The National Employment Savings Trust (NEST) was
established to serve especially the low- income market.
It is funded by a £600m loan facility (currently standing
at £400m) by the state. Opinion is divided on when this
loan will ever be repaid, but management is positive that
repayment will be in the not-too-distant future.
The fund has been highly successful. The National Audit
Office has recently given it a clean bill of health. With the
latest tranche, participation grew from 40 000 employers in
January 2016 to 100 000 at end-April this year.
Employers that do not have their own DC fund can
choose between master trusts (the SA equivalent is an
umbrella fund) and a GPP (a contract-based retirement
solution offered by a large financial services company). The
latter is effectively a retirement annuity policy with no
need to establish a fund and appoint a board of trustees.
NEST is constructed as a master trust. It has both
an executive board (responsible for the business of the
operation) and a board of trustees which has a fiduciary
duty to the fund’s members. The regulator has indicated
that master trusts are now used by 76% (3,9m) of savers
in schemes for auto enrolment. This is a significant shift
primarily fuelled by smaller employers who had to enroll.
In the 2015 Aon survey, 56% of employers had their own DC
funds, 38% a GPP and 4% a master trust.
NEST currently enjoys a market share of around 50%
of new business, The Peoples Pension approximately 30%
and the balance of 20% is serviced by some 110 providers
(estimates vary) with most of these being master trusts.
Auto enrolment was implemented in October 2012.
The first employers that had to comply were those with
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more than 120 000 employees. As from June 2015, the
legislation started to affect smaller and micro employers.
By early this year around 100 000 employers had
complied. It’s expected that, within the next two years,
more than 1,8m small and micro employers (fewer than 30
staff) will have to enrol. An estimated 90% of UK employers
must become involved. Of these, 66% are micro employers
with four employees; just less than half have only one
employee.
To date, opt-out rates have been low. Upwards of 5m
employees are now saving towards retirement.
In 2014 the government announced pension freedom
and choice reforms. They allow members to withdraw
their entire pension fund in cash at any time from age 55.
This has been a game changer.
Many studies were done to determine the needs of
members and how best to accommodate them. Focus
is mainly on the format of targeted benefit and how to
fund it. Most firms are now working in the direction of a
combination of a pension, a drawdown and a cash benefit.
Many of them have calculators for plotting and projecting.
Intelligent Pensions, for example, has developed a
calculator into which it can layer the family income – state
old age pension, any DB benefits and/or DC benefits – and
model ways in which a “secure” income can be planned
using the latest technology and funding methods. It charges
£150 per advice session (telephone and web based) where
both the FAIS-accredited advisor and the client can see
the same numbers and projections. A record of advice is
provided.
If the member requests IP to implement, the cost could
be in the order of 50bps to more than 100bps all-inclusive.
NEST is working on a similar product which incorporates a
deferred annuity and which it hopes to offer at an allinclusive cost of 50bps to 75 bps.
The UK government undertook a Retail Distribution
Review (RDR) to address how much consumers pay for
financial advice, what they pay for, and to introduce a
minimum level of qualification for all investment advisers.
The RDR took effect from January 2013.
The higher level of qualifications resulted in advisers
having to sit a number of exams. As a result, adviser
numbers dropped. Those close to retirement decided not to
achieve the qualifications and others exited the industry.
A RDR outcome is that advisers can no longer be
remunerated by commission from individual and corporate
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Hanekom . . . valuable insights
pensions and investments. Any fees for adviser services
have to be agreed with the client, although costs can still
be deducted from the product.
For the next 10 years, Lord Turner has suggested amongst
other things:
• Continuing improvements in life expectancy mean
that anyone aged 30 today should plan to retire at age
70 or older for the state pension not to become too
onerous, the retirement age should be increased;
• Improved tax incentives should encourage employees
and employers to contribute more than the combined
8% minimum mandated from April 2019;
• To take advantages of economies of scale, all
employees should have their pension pots in one place.
The outlook for the UK’s 4,5m self-employed, who
currently fall outside the auto-enrolment provisions, is
bleak. Pension provision for this segment is now much
lower than for salaried employees, with only 30% of the
self-employed saving for a pension compared to 51% of
employees.
www.simekaconsult.co.za
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PLACING THE MEMBER FIRST
Awards highlight recognition of member-centric approach.
Old Mutual Corporate took top honours in multiple categories at the recent 2016 Batseta Imbasa Yegolide
Awards, cementing its current standing as a leader in the SA retirement
fund industry.
Manager of Managers of the Year
The first of these awards saw Old Mutual Multi-Managers (OMMM) awarded the Manager of Managers of the
Year title for the second consecutive
year.
Introduced as an Old Mutual Corporate capability in 2014 – having
been created through the merger of
SYm|mETRY Multi-Manager and the
Acsis Research & Investment Management team in 2013 – OMMM has
successfully positioned itself as a specialist provider of multi-manager investment solutions to institutional clients and, as at end-March 2016, has
R37,4bn in pension fund assets under
management.
We believe very strongly in our targeted return-outcome approach,
which positively impacts the way our
industry views multi-management.
Rather than trying to outperform, we
deliver on each client’s need via an implemented consulting approach that
considers individual member choice
and replacement ratios.
Communications and Marketing
Provider of the Year
Old Mutual Corporate was also
named the 2016 Communications
and Marketing Provider of the Year
– awarded for Old Mutual Corporate
Consultants’ communication consulting to Old Mutual SuperFund, which
hosts over 360 000 members (as at

end-June 2015).
This award reaffirms Old Mutual Corporate’s constant efforts to ensure
crystal-clear communication. Through
every communication with members,
measures are taken to educate all
stakeholders on the processes and
requirements that can impact their financial futures.
Following a strong member-centric
approach, all written communication
is continuously tracked to measure
readability and simplicity. To further
educate and empower members to
make informed decisions, educational
communication was also introduced
in five different languages this year.
An evidencing framework has also
been introduced to ensure that there
is sufficient accessible evidence that
the Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) elements of business processes are operating as designed.
Our product design process has an explicit TCF consideration embedded in
it and includes thorough engagement
between all stakeholders to ensure
that respective understanding and objectives are aligned. A detailed project
plan and rigorous due diligence processes are implemented. They include
detailed communication and training
to ensure the highest quality of customer service.
Special recognition
Old Mutual SuperFund also received
special recognition in the 2016 Member Education Fund Challenge for financial planning. This marks the second consecutive year that Old Mutual
Corporate has been recognised for its
financial education capability after it
won the Financial Planning title in the
2015 Member Education Fund Chal-

Chinaka . . . pride of place
lenge for its Financial Wellbeing Programme – a free financial education
and support programme for employers and members designed to empower South Africans to take control
of their financial futures.
“These awards are testament to our
commitment to being member-centric
and the skill of our teams across the
Old Mutual Corporate segment,” says
Clement Chinaka, Managing Director
at Old Mutual Corporate. “We are delighted to be recognised by the industry and will continue our commitment
to service excellence and consistency
as we strive to improve the lives of all
South Africans.”
www.oldmutual.co.za/corporate
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CLASS ACTIONS 2

Taking exception
Multi-billion rand action under way.
Can a favourable outcome for pensioners derail Transnet?

S

o you thought that the class action launched by
two pensioners – against the Transport Pension
Fund, Transnet Second Defined Benefit Fund
and Transnet itself – was a noise to grow faint in the
mists of time? Wrong! Although it’s taken ages to
get out of the ground (TT Sept-Nov ’14), out of the
ground it is now in an action that involves way over
R200bn.
In the Gauteng division of the High Court, Justice
Legodi has found partially for the plaintiffs and
partially for the defendants on matters of “exception”.
This is a legal objection to an opponent’s pleadings,
described as a useful mechanism for weeding out cases
without legal merit. If it does not have the effect of
disposing of a case in whole or in part, and avoiding
unnecessary evidence being led at the trial, the judge
said that the exception should not be entertained.
The plaintiffs, Johan Pretorius and Montana
Kwapa, are together suing both in their personal
capacities and in the interests of the funds’ members.
They have three claims.
First is that, from 1989 to 2002, a promise was
made and implemented by authorised persons that
pensions would annually increase by at least 70%
of the inflation rate. Relief sought is that Transnet’s
failure to keep this promise be declared unlawful
and that the funds be ordered to keep this promise,
including payment of arrear increases, with effect from
2003.

The court dismissed the defendants’ exception
to this claim. However, it upheld them on the
plaintiffs’ “failure to identify the terms of the
promise” and their allegations of “unlawful
state conduct”. Also upheld was the defendants’
exception to the plaintiffs’ claim of “unlawful
labour practice”.
Second concerns the “legacy debt” by which the old
SA Railways & Harbours and SA Transport Services
had to pay into the funds sufficient amounts to keep
them in a sound financial condition. Transnet had
inherited these obligations. The amount payable to
the funds had to be determined by the state actuary
in consultation with an actuary appointed by the
Minister of Public Enterprises. They duly determined
the legacy debt, payable to the funds, at R171,8bn.
The plaintiffs want an order that declares Transnet
indebted to the funds for payment of R171,8bn plus
interest from 1 April 1990 at a rate of not less than
12% a year determined by the state actuary; that
Transnet pays the legacy debt to the funds, and that
the funds and Transnet jointly and severally pay the
plaintiffs’ costs.
Transnet’s exception to this claim was
dismissed.
The third claim relates to an “unlawful donation”.
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The plaintiffs contend that, in November 2000,
trustees of the Transport Fund and Transnet
agreed that the fund would donate 40% of its
members’ surplus to Transnet and that trustees of
the fund will thereafter implement the donation
by paying R309,1m to Transnet. The donation, say
the plaintiffs, was unlawful and invalid because
the trustees did not have the power to make the
donation. Further, the trustees made the donation
in breach of their fiduciary duty to act in the best
interests of the fund and its members.
Accordingly, the plaintiffs want the donation
declared unlawful and invalid. They also want
Transnet ordered to pay the fund R309,1m plus
interest, as well as costs of the action.
The exception by all of the defendants to this
claim was dismissed.

The funds had objected to the first and third
claims on the basis that the particulars of them
were “vague and embarrassing”, and that they do
not sustain a cause of action. For its part, Transnet
had objected to all three claims as being “vague and
embarrassing” and disclosing no cause of action.
Because both plaintiffs and defendants had
partially succeeded, the judge ruled that the
respective parties pay their own costs.
n

•

W Trengove SC, J Cilliers SC and J Bleazard (instructed by
Geyser & Coetzee) acted for Pretorius and Kwapa;
M Chaskalson SC, A Cockrell SC, I Goodman and N Luthuli
(instructed by Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs) were for the
Transport and Transnet pension funds; C Loxton SC,
M Chohan SC, B Makola and A Pantazis (instructed by
Bowman Gilfillan) were for Transnet.
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RIGHT OF REPLY

Curator states his case
Comments by Tony Mostert* in response to the cover story in the TT
edition of Dec ’15-Feb ’16 which argued that the 13-year curatorship
of the SA Commercial, Catering & Allied Workers Union national
provident fund (SNPF) was long enough.

T

he duration of the curatorship of a badly
managed retirement fund, particularly
where the trustees have failed to protect the
Fund and its members from mismanagement, maladministration and fraud, cannot be decided simply
by its term. There are many other considerations,
which have been well-documented in reports and
court papers accessible to Today’s Trustee which was
ignored by Mr. Greenblo and not checked with me.
For any fund to be placed under curatorship
reflects that there has been very serious abuse and
a failure to meet the requirements of the Pension
Fund Act. This was the case with the SNPF, with
its approximate 1 000 participating employers and
presently, approximately 100 000 members. The
pension fund members had been taken advantage of
and were severely prejudiced by the conduct of the
former board of trustees.
The Fund was placed under curatorship by the
Pretoria High Court on application by the Financial
Services Board. Among other things the FSB alleged
that senior Saccawu members had abused the fund
to the detriment of its members. The twenty former
trustees and the principal officer of the fund were
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removed by order of court and replaced with myself
as curator. They allowed the fund to make irregular
investments in a company established by the Union
for its own illegal gain to the exclusion of Fund
members. A payment directed to this company of fund
money was channeled from an irregular payment of
R100 million under the guise of a socially desirable
investment. The then principal officer was permitted
to use Fund assets for personal gain.

F

urther substantial abuses of the Fund were
uncovered after the Fund was placed under
curatorship resulting in numerous litigious claims
which were strenuously opposed and the legal process
was delayed and frustrated by the former trustees to
prevent finality. The Fund’s claim against others in
the involving the misuse of fund monies involving
hundred of millions of Rands was frustrated by the
former trustees in failing to render any cooperation.
The Fund is still recovering millions of Rands from
the Union after it had eventually obtained a final
judgment against the Union.
In an effort to accelerate the return of the fund
to normalcy a “shadow Board of 5 trustees” was
appointed some years ago which were, nominated by
the Union and Cosatu. This effort failed as the shadow
trustees attempted to frustrate pending litigation to
recover lost assets to avoid claims against the Union
and investigations into the conduct of the precuratorship trustees. I am on record at least since 2010
stating that the Fund should come out of curatorship
but I have demonstrated in reports to FSB and to court
since then, the very sound reasons why the Fund has
remained under curatorship.

P

retoria High Court judge Bertelsman in a
judgment of April 2012 refusing to lift the
curatorship of the Fund stated: “Good cause must
be established to discharge the curator, which must
clearly be shown to serve the interests of the Fund
and its members better than a continuation of the
curatorship would”.
The key issue that any court must decide in
disbanding the curatorship is whether there will be
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a return to a situation where trustees would again
be pressurised into doing the bidding of the Union,
allowing the inappropriate diversion of assets into
among other things, Union control and again placing
the savings of members in jeopardy.
Despite the efforts to frustrate the Curatorship
more than R250 million has been recovered and the
Fund has been placed in a far stronger and governance
position with improved systems and structures to
prevent or at least limit the reoccurrence of events
which caused the fund to be under curatorship in
the first place. A further challenge is ongoing fraud
being committed by reason of the submission of false
beneficiary claims, particularly with regard to Section
37C distribution. This would appear to be widespread
fraud occurring in a number of Union related and
municipal pension funds.
This Fund has an unfortunate history of delinquent
principal officers, the last of which was dismissed
in April 2015. It would appear that Today’s Trustee
champions the cause of the former principal officer of
the Fund and is most critical of the curatorship and its
term yet giving little or no criticism of the numerous
reasons for the Fund having been placed under
curatorship involving the prejudice to its members
of hundred of millions of Rands and not recognizing
the challenges which the curator has faced due to the
frustration of litigation by the former trustees and
Union, all of whom are senior Union members, all
of which is of record in reports and court papers but
ignored by Mr. Greenblo for reasons only known to
himself.
n
• Mostert is curator of the SNPF. Following his
complaint to the Press Council, TT offered him space of
800 words to respond to the article that was the subject
of his complaint (see box). His response, published here,
is without editing or comment by TT. The Financial
Services Board subsequently confirmed that it is engaged
in consultations with Mostert and other interested
parties “on the manner and conditions subject to which
the curatorship may be brought to an end” prior to a
court making the final decision (TT April-June).
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Power of compound interest
Earn it or pay it, explains Liberty Corporate head of public
sector and corporate consulting Mathias Sithole.

O

ne of the best known and frequently used
quotes on the power of compound interest
is attributed to the world-renowned physicist and
scientist Albert Einstein. He is believed to have
said: “Compound interest is the eighth wonder of
the world. He who understands it, earns it. He who
doesn’t, pays it.”
Regardless of whether Einstein actually uttered
these exact words, the essence of this statement
is immensely potent. It cannot be disputed. And
Warren Buffett, the world’s most successful
investor and wealth creator, evidently agrees. He’s
often been quoted as having said: “My wealth
has come from a combination of living in America,
some lucky genes, and compound interest.”
Contrary to simple interest, which is calculated
on only the initial principal of a deposit or loan (in
other words, no interest is earned on the interest
that has been accumulated previously), compound
interest is calculated not only on the initial principal
and but also on the accumulated interest of
previous periods of a deposit or loan.
In basic terms, if you invest a sum of money
you will receive interest on the amount invested.
After the initial period, with compound interest you
will receive interest on the interest that you have
already earned in the past as well.
For example, if you invest R1 000 at 10%
compound interest per annum, after the first year
you would have earned 10% x R1 000 = R100
worth of interest. So your total investment is now
worth R1 100.
After the second year, you would have earned
R1 100 x 10% = R110 worth of interest and your

investment would be worth R1 210. In the second
period, you therefore would have earned interest
of 10% on the interest of R100 which you earned
in the first period.
The power of compound interest is usually more
significant and noticeable over longer periods of
time. For example, assuming you can earn interest
of 10% per annum on an investment of R5 000,
after five years your investment would be worth R8
053 under the compound-interest scenario.
By contrast, under the simple-interest scenario,
your investment would be worth only R7 500.
Likewise, after 40 years your investment would
be worth R226 296 under the compound-interest
scenario as opposed to only R25 000 under the
simple-interest scenario. Obviously, had you
decided to put your money under the mattress,
it would have remained at R5 000 (and been
ravaged by inflation).
The graph shows the growth of a R5 000
investment over a period of 40 years at 10% per
annum under the different compound and simple-
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interest scenarios.
There are many practical applications of
compound interest, such as loan repayments,
but perhaps none demonstrates the power of
compound interest more clearly than saving for
retirement.
For example, if an individual contributes R5
000 at the beginning of every year for a period of
40 years, he/she would have invested R200 000
over this period. Again assuming 10% per annum
compound interest, this investment would amount
to approximately R2,4m after 40 years.
Interestingly, the contributions made during
the initial 10 years account for almost 65% of the
total investment amount at the end. This clearly
demonstrates the power of compound interest over
long periods of time and shows why it’s important
to start saving as early as possible.

When it works against you
At the same time, be warned that compound
interest can be a double-edged sword in some
circumstances. It’s particularly pertinent when you
have to make repayments on some sort of loan
e.g. monthly mortgage instalments on a house,
financing your motor vehicle and paying off creditcard debt or student loans.
Say, for example, you have taken out a loan for
R5 000. After five years, the loan repayable would
be R8 053 and after 40 years a whopping R226
296! The point is that, due to compound interest,
you spend a lot of your future income for the
benefit of owning something now when you buy it
through a loan.
In these cases, you are the one paying
the interest on the loan as well as interest on

Sithole . . . dramatic differences
the interest that has accrued. This situation is
particularly severe for consumers in times of high
interest rates.
So the moral of the story is to use compound
interest in your favour when investing, but
minimise your debt as far as possible by
preventing it from working against you.
www.liberty.co.za.
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ZUMA 1

Open letter to
Pravin Gordhan
Two stars in the SA financial firmament are SARS and the FSB.
There are issues at both that need your attention.

D

ear Finance Minister Gordhan
Sorry to bother you, since you already
have so much on your plate, what
with keeping your boss off your back
and trying to sweet-talk the ratings agencies and
everything. But there are two other matters, not
entirely small, to which I’d like to draw our attention
for if or when you have a moment.
Kindly try to find the time because both matters,
although entirely unrelated, can splash egg from your
plate to where you wouldn’t want it. This wouldn’t be
good for any of us.
First is the integrity of the tax system. It even has
a coincidental affect on retirement funds, seeing that
the nice guys at National Treasury have been pushing
so hard on reforms to stimulate savings with tax
incentives. The more tax you can swish in, the more
there is to swish back for noble projects.
Profuse apologies for raising that nightmarish word
“Nkandla”, however one chooses to pronounce it, but
the issue here is whether President Zuma is liable for
fringe-benefits tax on the R200m-odd that government
has lavished on his private residence.
Some folk who’ve looked at the law, and claim

to know it, are adamant that he is liable. In fact, I
haven’t come across anybody who suggests that he
isn’t. However, I didn’t ask your friend Tom Moyane
at SA Revenue Services. Since it’s been said that he, as
commissioner, reports to you, as minister, it’s probably
more important to hear what you think and what you
propose to do; whether Moyane likes it or not.
Please let’s have here no ducking and diving
behind taxpayer confidentiality. All that’s required is
an assurance – or in your case, a reassurance – of the
principle that all taxpayers are treated equally before
the law. That’s just to clear the way in case President
Zuma doesn’t quite grasp the concept.
The thing is that SARS, from the days when you
ran it, was a star in the firmament of our financial
system. This continues to be recognised, as a factor in
maintaining the status of our sovereign credit, despite
contentious departures of senior staff who’d enjoyed
your trust. Now the problem is with those who seem
not to enjoy your trust.
In particular, it arises from the way this fringebenefits issue over Nkandla is to be handled. In its
judgment, the Concourt ruled that National Treasury
had to determine only the “reasonable costs” of the
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Gordhan . . . more pressures
non-security improvements – the cattle kraal etc – and
then only the “reasonable percentage” of these costs
that Zuma must pay personally.
At most, then, the amount that he does pay would
be relatively small against the total cost of all the
security and non-security for which his employer
(government) has paid. At best for him, then, the
amount he pays reduces his tax liability.
But the costs determination by National Treasury,
as per the Concourt ruling, cannot release him
from his fringe-benefits obligation, as per SARS
requirements. They’re separate matters. Unless Zuma
is above the law, it would seem that he remains liable
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for tax inclusive of penalty interest.
Alternatively, perhaps SARS has a discretion. If so,
it would need to explain – through you, unfortunately
for you – the authority from which such discretion
is derived and the basis on which it is applied. This
has nothing to do with taxpayer confidentiality. It has
everything to do with public policy.
Should you find fault with my reasoning, do
tell. It’ll deserve headlines for the elucidation of all
taxpayers. The many fans of President Zuma will hope
that the tax liability won’t force him into insolvency
and thus disqualify him automatically from continuing
in his high office.
The other star in our firmament is the Financial
Services Board, soon to be absorbed under the new
‘twin peaks’ regime into the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority. Unfortunately, again for you in the sense of
further complicating your life, the transition is due to
take place against the backdrop of litigation instituted
by FSB deputy executive officer Rosemary Hunter. For
formalistic reasons, as I understand it, you had to be
cited as fifth respondent.
But maybe, after all, this isn’t really so unfortunate.
As a journalist, much as I prefer that dirty laundry
is aired in public, perhaps the opportunity has been
created to settle the litigation before it reaches court.
This is not only to reduce costs, given the teams of
lawyers being engaged, but also to obviate the crossexamination of relevant FSB officials.
Whatever the merits, even the most upright citizens
cannot anticipate that they’ll emerge wholly unscathed
from witness-box rigours. Whatever the outcome of an
open-court process, quite possibly followed by appeals,
there must be a real risk of the FSCA being born under
perceptions less than pristine. This is a danger to be
avoided unless you’re prepared to take the chance that
the FSB officials will be thoroughly vindicated prior to
their transfer (under s285 of the FSCA legislation) to
the market-conduct authority.
Now, all sorts of ugly things are being said about
Hunter. FSB executive officer Dube Tshidi wants
“scurrilous and scandalous” accusations against him to
be struck from her founding affidavit. He describes her
as an “angry, distrustful and even vengeful woman”.
Where respective parties are implicitly calling one
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another liars, under oath, it appears not to leave much
room for negotiation towards a settlement. But it does
nonetheless support my argument that a settlement is
preferable to a full-scale dust-up. Still to enter the ring
are other respondents such as Abel Sithole who chairs
the FSB board and who happens also to be principal
executive officer of the Government Employees
Pension Fund.
Can cooler heads yet prevail? Is there anybody
with status and credibility, and no vested interest apart
from seeking a fair resolution, who might possibly
intervene?
My suggestion, modestly submitted for your
consideration, is Mcebisi Jonas. His no-nonsense
approach and independence of mind, following the
Gupta imbroglio, are testimony to his reputation.
As your deputy minister, he also chairs the Public
Investment Corporation whose major client is the
GEPF. So he’d have experience in pension-fund
matters, especially on governance, that lie at the heart
of the current FSB dispute.
If I may take the suggestion a little further, it is that
he starts some dipstick research amongst those who
pay the FSB levies; in particular, retirement funds and
their members. Questions might be asked about their
happiness or otherwise with FSB service, where it’s
seen to succeed and fail, how expeditiously it responds
to complaints, and how effectively target audiences act
upon its communications.
The outcome of such an exercise might also help
you with the key personnel appointments you’ll
need to oversee in the change from the FSB board
structure to the FSCA commission structure. We
could have a repetition of the same old bureaucratic
regimen in dolled-up clothing, or an infusion of
talent that inspires greater confidence than swathes
of costly injunctions lending themselves to tick-box
compliance.
At bottom, what counts is trust in the regulator;
whether it stands to be enhanced or diminished. The
choices are yours, Mr Minister.
Sincerely,
Allan

n
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ZUMA 2

Pay SARS the money
Another test for rule of law is the tax liability of Number One for Nkandla.
Indemnity provided by National Assembly doesn’t apply.

H

as President Jacob Zuma complied with
his income-tax obligations over all the
state-funded improvements at Nkandla?
Almost certainly not, a leading SA tax
authority argues:
There’s reported case law that the liability for
tax, incurred in a particular year, is not reduced or
defeated by the taxpayer (employee) having to repay
the benefit in a subsequent year. A relevant case is
reported as Income Tax Case 1346 44 SATC 31.
Here the taxpayer was a Wits University professor
who received a long-service bonus in the December
of a particular year on the basis that he would have
to repay part of it if he failed to return to service
for a stated minimum period in the next year. As it
happened, he died after February during the next tax
year. Nevertheless, SA Revenue Services taxed him on
the full amount of the bonus received in the tax year
prior to his death.
The objection that he had to repay most of the
bonus in the following year was dismissed. The court
ruled that the claim of the University, for repayment
of part of the bonus in one year, cannot operate to
reduce the professor’s tax liability arising from his
receipt of the bonus in the previous tax year. This
principle is well established and there are several
reported cases that confirm it.

Now apply the principle to Zuma. He received the
benefit of the improvements to his private residence
during the tax year when the improvements were
made. In a subsequent year he was indeed exonerated
by the National Assembly from any liability for
those improvements. Then, in an even later year, the
ConCourt held that he was obliged to pay for at least
some of those improvements.
The established principle, however, is that he has
to be taxed on the cost of the improvements in the
earlier year i.e. when he received the benefits of those
improvements. The fact that he must reimburse the
employer in a later year is irrelevant to his liability
for the year during which the improvements were
effected.
In the reported ITC 1346, it was debated whether
the professor would be entitled to deduct the amount
of the repayment to Wits for purposes of calculating
his income-tax liability for the later year during
which the repayment was made. The court did not
have to decide this question but it expressed doubt as
to whether any deduction would in fact be available.
So far as Zuma is concerned, should he indeed
“pay back the money” to the state for the Nkandla
improvements, he would not be entitled to any tax
deduction in the year of repayment. Further, the
repayment would not reduce his liability for the tax
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incurred during the year when the improvements
were effected. The deduction is not allowed because
it does not comply with the Income Tax Act
requirements for deductible expenditure.
Note also that the ConCourt dealt only with
the repayment obligation in respect of some
improvements such as the swimming pool. But
all the improvements to Zuma’s private residence
(Nkandla), paid for by his employer (the state), are
fringe benefits in terms of the Income Tax Act. As
such, they are subject to full taxation in the hands of
Zuma.
It doesn’t matter that Zuma did not ask for
the improvements to be effected. Neither does it
matter that he might not like the improvements;
nor whether the improvements were correctly
considered as being required for security purposes.
All improvements to the private residence of an
employee, which are paid for by the employer,
are taxable as fringe benefits in the hands of the
employee.
The Remuneration of Public Office Bearers Act
(No 20 of 1998) specifically refers to the taxation
of remuneration and allowances granted to the
President. At section 2(2) it provides that the
National Assembly may by resolution decide what
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portion of the President’s remuneration shall be
exempt from tax as an allowance under section 8(1)
(d) of the Income Tax Act.
The National Assembly did not pass any
resolution of this nature in respect of the Nkandla
improvements. And it will be of no avail to the
President if the National Assembly, at this late stage,
were now to pass such a resolution. The tax liability
was incurred in an earlier year, so the passing of a
National Assembly resolution in a subsequent tax
year will not benefit Zuma’s tax position.
The collection powers of the SARS commissioner
are not discretionary. He is obliged to exact all the
taxes due by all taxpayers, and the President is not
above the law.
The only possible escape for Zuma would be for
the National Assembly to amend the Income Tax
Act in order to grant him a specific tax exemption
for Nkandla. But as all people are entitled to equal
treatment before the law, such an amendment might
well be open to constitutional challenge.
Will SARS do its duty and collect from Zuma the
tax due on the full cost to the state of the Nkandla
improvements? A joint statement by Finance
Minister Pravin Gordhan and SARS commissioner
Tom Moyane would provide assurance.
n
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ZUMA 3

Taxpayers
in the dark
They’ll ultimately have to pay for the Concourt trial on Nkandla.
They don’t know how much they’re paying for other public-body litigation.
Neither do they know whether Zuma will have to pay tax on Nkandla.

A

midst the jubilation over the ConCourt
judgment in the Nkandla matter, some
loose ends need to be tied. They’re about
money. Specifically, they’re about who pays
for this triumph of the national good.

First

is the costs award by the Concourt. It
ruled that the President, the Minister of
Police and the National Assembly “must pay the costs
of the applications including the costs of two counsel”.
The thought that any of them might pay personally
won’t remotely cross their minds. The bill will be
borne by taxpayers. For about how much? Probably
a lot less than the “reasonable costs” President Zuma
will have to pay personally for the visitors’ centre,
amphitheatre, cattle kraal, chicken run and swimming
pool at Nkandla.
Also bear in mind that the costs award, in effect,
is for six counsel. This is because the successful
applicants – the Economic Freedom Fighters, the
Democratic Alliance and the Public Protector – each
get the costs of two counsel. Corruption Watch,
represented as a friend of the court, gets no costs at all.

Altogether, the four successful applicants employed
four senior and nine junior counsel. Moroever,
through the various processes to reach the highest
court, they also engaged respective sets of instructing
law firms for whom there is no costs compensation.
It gets worse. The President, the Minister of
Police and the National Assembly were cumulatively
represented by four senior and seven junior counsel.
Their bill is wholly for the fiscus.
So not only are taxpayers likely to be left
substantially out-of-pocket. The successful
applicants, despite the costs award in their favour, are
certain to be too.

Second

are related issues: the reliance
of political parties on donors
to pursue court actions against the state, and the
propensity of public bodies to head for the courts even
on professional advice that chances of success are slim.
With public-sector bodies, funded by taxpayers
or ratepayers as the case may be, the absence of
personal liability for legal expenses allows legal action
to become too easily a knee-jerk option. Similarly to
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the ConCourt matter involving political parties, the
costs of litigation tilt the scales against anybody with
resource constraints in seeking redress from publicsector bodies.
When the unrecoverable costs for these bodies
are added up, from the larger organs of state to the
smaller entities of municipalities, the total could be
frightening. Who keeps score? How are the expenses
approved? Most of these disputes don’t make it into
the headlines, unlike say the state’s dismissed appeal
against a High Court decision that its failure to
arrest Sudanese president Omar al-Bashir in SA was
unlawful, but they proliferate nonetheless.
Thus is presented yet another challenge for Finance
Minister Pravin Gordhan, simpler to identify than to
implement. It’s to find ways by which the litigation
exuberance of public bodies can be contained.

Third

is the always-itchy subject of tax.
At one level, various supporters of
Jacob Zuma have indicated their enthusiasm to pay for
his home-improvement expenses. Before they reach
for their wallets, they’d better check on how liability
for donations tax will cause their generosity to expand.
At another level is Zuma’s own liability for tax.
On a reading of the Income Tax Act, it seems that his
liability could be either as “deemed income” or as a
fringe benefit from his employer.
The tax rate on the former would be higher than
for the latter, but for both it should arguably be
computed on the total R200m-plus cost of Nkandla for
which Zuma hasn’t himself paid. Alternatively, if he
isn’t liable, then the integrity of SA Revenue Services
requires an explanation of the reasons.
A fringe benefit, defined by SARS, is a taxable
benefit “deemed to have been granted where the

employer has provided the employee with residential
accommodation either free of charge or for a rental
consideration which is less than the value of such
accommodation”. This tax must be paid annually.
The Remuneration of Public Office Bearers Act sets
out the terms for the salary, allowances and benefits
of the President. Further, according to the Presidential
Handbook, the cost of physical security measures at
the President’s official and private residences shall be
carried by the Department of Public works only when
“used during the term of the President”.
In its judgment, the ConCourt dealt exclusively
with non-security upgrades. But the bulk of Nkandla
expense was for what purportedly passes as security
upgrades, although Zuma and his family will obviously
continue to enjoy these benefits after his term as
President has expired. They’d then presumably be
allowed to sell this private homestead, improvements
and all, for their own personal accounts.
Two years ago, answering a parliamentary question
on Zuma’s tax liability for Nkandla, Gordhan stated:
“All South Africans pay tax on their income and fringe
benefits, be the person the President or an ordinary
worker. SA is one of the few democracies where we
are all equal when it comes to taxation, in that we
are all taxed, with the exact amount determined by
our income and fringe benefits, minus any allowed
exemptions and deductions.”
There’s a precedent going back to the 1980s (TT
April-June). It concerns a top businessman seconded
to head a parastatal.
In terms of the parastatal’s security policy, a high
wall was built around the businessman’s private
residential property. The parastatal also supplied
him with three motor vehicles. Security insisted that
each morning the three cars leave his residence for
his office at the same time, so that nobody could be
certain of the vehicle he occupied.
Although he had resisted the wall and the vehicles,
saying that they were unnecessary and that he didn’t
want them, the parastatal was adamant that he comply
with its security policy. Once he accepted the wall and
vehicles, SARS hit him for fringe-benefits tax on them.
Taxpayers are entitled to know whether, and if so
why, Zuma is entitled to different treatment.
n
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GRAVY
O

ne of the world’s largest
pension funds, and also one of
the most revered for its international
leadership on responsible investment,
is the $290bn Californian public fund
CalPERS. Its chief executive (rather,
its former chief executive), Fedrico
Buenrostro, has been sentenced to
four and half years in prison for
fraud and corruption. He admitted to
having accepted more than $200 000
in bribes from a “placement agent”.
Buenrostro, who’s agreed to pay
$250 000 back to the state, had given
the agent access to confidential
information and forged letters
that helped the agent’s clients
win investment business from
the pension fund. The agent and
his clients had collected $14m in
commissions on $3bn worth of
pension-fund investments.
So the hitherto pristine image
of CalPERS takes a serious knock.
On the other hand, it’s heartening
that there are parts of the world
where public officials go to jail for
corruption.

American Tobacco (BAT) is a favourite
in the portfolios of pension funds.
But because BAT’s fortunes turn
on the promotion of tobacco, is it
responsible to invest in the shares?
Or is it irresponsible for trustees not
to invest in them?
uuuuu
he Gordon Institute of Business
Science has started a think-tank
on ethics and governance. At its
launch function in May, the GIBS
auditorium was packed to hear the
views of panellists Reuel Khosa,
Nicky Newton-King, James Motlatsi
and Mark Lamberti. Unsurprisingly,
they all agreed that good ethics and
good governance are good things.
Unsurprisingly also, people who
didn’t need to hear their message
were there in droves. Those who did
need to hear it seemed not to be
there at all.

T

uuuuu
t the launch, Khoza defined
transformation. It means or
should mean, he said, the move
from a racist society to a non-racial
uuuuu
n the subject of sociallysociety. (Loud applause.)
responsible investment, about
There was nobody from the
which so much is talked in SA, some other school – who prefer the more
views please from local SRI fundies
commonly-accepted meaning of
on recommended practice:
blacks replacing whites – to boo.
Because of its high liquidity and
market capitalisation, as well as
uuuuu
K prime minister David
its constantly superb performance
Cameron has made his tax
and rand-hedge attractions, British

returns available for public scrutiny.
It would be really nice, but wholly
fanciful, to hope that a certain leader
occupying a similar position closer
home does the same.
uuuuu
ar be it for ordinary mortals
to take a view on whether the
R200m bonus that will come the way
of Old Mutual chief executive Bruce
Hemphill is too much, too little or
just right. He’ll get it for returning the
group to SA domicile and splitting it
into four separate components.
What predecessors Mike Levitt
and Julian Roberts had done on
foreign ventures, Hemphill will
undo. Bonuses all round.

F

uuuuu
Can this only happen in SA?

A

O

U

uuuuu
f Donald Trump wins the US
presidential election, it will be the
first time in American history that a
billionaire moves into public housing
vacated by a black family.
n
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